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PANOLA: A Personal Assistant for Supporting Users

in Preserving Privacy

ONURALP ULUSOY and PINAR YOLUM, Utrecht University, The Netherlands

Privacy is the right of individuals to keep personal information to themselves. When individuals use online

systems, they should be given the right to decide what information they would like to share and what to

keep private. When a piece of information pertains only to a single individual, preserving privacy is possible

by providing the right access options to the user. However, when a piece of information pertains to multiple

individuals, such as a picture of a group of friends or a collaboratively edited document, deciding how

to share this information and with whom is challenging. The problem becomes more difficult when the

individuals who are affected by the information have different, possibly conflicting privacy constraints.

Resolving this problem requires a mechanism that takes into account the relevant individuals’ concerns

to decide on the privacy configuration of information. Because these decisions need to be made frequently

(i.e., per each piece of shared content), the mechanism should be automated. This article presents a personal

assistant to help end-users with managing the privacy of their content. When some content that belongs to

multiple users is about to be shared, the personal assistants of the users employ an auction-based privacy

mechanism to regulate the privacy of the content. To do so, each personal assistant learns the preferences

of its user over time and produces bids accordingly. Our proposed personal assistant is capable of assisting

users with different personas and thus ensures that people benefit from it as they need it. Our evaluations

over multiagent simulations with online social network content show that our proposed personal assistant

enables privacy-respecting content sharing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many of the recent software systems are built on the idea of collaborative computing, where mul-
tiple users present, manipulate, and, as a result, manage shared content. While previously multiple
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users would only access their own data, such as e-commerce systems or banking systems, now the
information is being accessed, edited, and served to others by many. Consider an online social

network (OSN), where a user can share pictures that include other users, who are many times
able to tag themselves or others, comment on it, and even reshare it with others. Or, consider an
IoT system, in which one security camera would like to share footage of a setting to guarantee
security for all people, while one individual would prefer to keep the location of him- or herself
secret. In both cases, the content in question relates to multiple entities who have different privacy
concerns or expectations from each other. Even though the content is meant to be shared by a sin-
gle entity, the content is related to more than just the uploader and hence is actually co-owned by
others [19, 36].

Many times, the co-owned content is shared without an explicit consent from all of the co-
owners. Even a seemingly unimportant piece of content might be considered private by one of
the co-owners, and its sharing might have drastic effects. Ideally, when co-owners have different
privacy constraints, the entities should be given the means to make a decision as to whether they
wish to share the content. Reaching such a decision is usually not an easy task, since people’s
privacy requirements can easily be in conflict [34]. In real life, such decisions require time and effort
as individuals interact to reach decisions. However, current systems enable only the uploader to set
privacy settings while publishing content but do not allow co-owners to state their constraints. As
a result, existing systems cannot provide collaborative solutions, and individuals are left to resolve
conflicts via offline methods (e.g., personal communication) [25] or, in most cases, ignore others’
privacy requirements and cause voluntary or involuntary privacy violations.

Ideally, systems should provide privacy management mechanisms to regulate how content will
be shared. Recently, multiagent agreement techniques were used to address collaborative privacy
management. Kekulluoglu et al. [20] and Such and Rovatsos [36] propose negotiation-based ap-
proaches that enable users to reach a consensus on how to share content. Kökciyan et al. [23] use
argumentation to enable one user to persuade the other into sharing with his or her own privacy
constraints. These approaches have been successful but can only be used when the entities can
reason on the users’ privacy policies and communicate with others intensively. Moreover, the enti-
ties in these systems follow predefined rules but do not learn to preserve their users’ privacy more
over time. Alternatively, Squicciarini et al. [32] propose a model where users enter auctions for
deciding on a policy that requires collaborative management over content. Each user creates bids
based on how much he or she wants to see some content public or private. In that approach, users
earn points by publishing content and tagging people that are related to content. These points
are used in an auction, where users spend their currencies to convince other users to accept their
policy, based on the Clarke Tax mechanism [9, 14]. Ulusoy and Yolum [39, 41] have extended this
mechanism into a system called PANO to ensure that the users cannot abuse the system. This is
done by enforcing that the obtained points can be used only in the same groups and that a given
bid can never go beyond a predefined maximum.

In addition to having a useful mechanism, it is important that users participate in the mecha-
nisms to act based on their preferences. There are two difficulties with user participation in these
mechanisms. First, many existing works show that users themselves do not usually know their
privacy constraints, let alone evaluate the importance of contextual properties for privacy [1, 13].
Thus, when users take part in the mechanism, they might not participate in the way that would
benefit them the most. Second, since the amount of content in OSNs is large, participating in such
mechanisms for each type of content is time-consuming for many users. Thus, it is not realistic to
assume that the users will take part in these mechanisms for all content shared.

To address these issues, we advocate a distributed approach, where each user in the system
is represented by a personal assistant, which is a software agent that can perceive, reason, and
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act on behalf of its user. These personal assistants need to understand how they can help their
users, learn their preferences over time, and perform the users’ tasks in the mechanism on their
behalf. First, the design of such a personal assistant needs to take into account two properties of
the users: the privacy valuations of users for different types of content and the valuations of users
for conforming with decisions of the groups of which they are part. These are important because
both of these influence how a user would participate in a mechanism. For example, for a given
piece of content, if the value of the content is high, the user might prefer to do whatever it takes
to preserve its privacy. For a different piece of content, the user might prefer to cooperate with
the rest of the group. Second, the design of a personal assistant needs to take into account the
details of the mechanisms in place. The personal assistant participating in a negotiation would
conduct reasoning different from one participating in an auction. In a similar vein, the personal
assistant would need to learn different aspects of the mechanism to fulfill its task. For example, for
a negotiation, the personal assistant might learn to formulate better counter offers, while for an
auction, it would learn to generate correct bids.

Learning has been used in the context of privacy before, mostly to enable agents to classify
whether a user would consider the content in question private or not [15, 30]. These approaches
make use of the previous interactions of the user with the system to employ various supervised
learning algorithms as well as information retrieval techniques to infer the privacy of content.
However, the learning problem posed here has characteristics different from the problem that
has been studied in the literature. First, what needs to be learned is not whether some content is
private or not, but what the agent would bid to share or not to share the content. The bid would
be affected by what the agent has shared before, whether that led to a beneficial outcome, what
the user’s valuation of the content initially was, and whether the user conforms to the group he
or she is in. Second, existing learning algorithms for privacy consider a single user’s point of view,
but here the privacy has to be considered in a group, since the content to be shared is co-owned.
Hence, other users’ actions influence the outcome of a privacy decision. This creates the need to
learn in the context of a given group of individuals. We tackle this learning problem with the use
of reinforcement learning so that the agents can interpret the overall privacy decisions to adjust
how they formulate their bids.

This article describes Privacy Auctioning Learning Agent (PANOLA), which acts as a
personal assistant to users in situations where a piece of co-owned content is being shared. For
decision making, PANOLA uses PANO (see Section 2.1), which is robust and can thus accommo-
date a large number of decisions to be taken. PANOLA can make use of user input as an initial
point to bid but then learns to adjust its bidding strategy over time. Our previous work identified
possible factors that might be important for realizing reinforcement learning for generating bids
(e.g., capturing bid ranges) and showed the effects of some of these factors in realistic settings (e.g.,
having unlimited budget for auctions [40]). Using these results, here, we develop a refined model
to realize reinforcement learning, show how it can be used for decision making, and study in detail
how PANOLA can be helpful for users in preserving privacy.

While helping users, there are two important criteria that need to be respected. The first is the
extent to which PANOLA can help different types of users. It is well known that users can vary in
their expertise in handling privacy. The personal assistant that we develop should be able to help
users with different levels of knowledge and motivation in thinking about privacy. The second is
that through the personal assistant, we would like to enable all users to have fair use of the system.
That is, because the content in question is owned by many individuals, possibly with conflicting
privacy preferences, it might not be possible to preserve every user’s privacy for all content. When
this is the case, it should be ensured that no user is left at a disadvantage, such that always the
same individuals’ privacy is being preserved while others’ privacy is being violated.
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Table 1. Four User Bids for Sharing an Image

Users Not Share Limited Share Share

Alice 3 5 0

Bob 15 2 0

Carol 5 8 5

Dave 2 6 18

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the necessary background
on the PANO auctions and common personas in OSNs. It also introduces our running example.
Section 3 describes how PANOLA works, with a focus on its learning. Section 4 explains our ex-
perimental setup and answers our research questions through multiagent simulations. Finally, Sec-
tion 5 discusses our work in relation to existing methods in the literature and gives pointers for
future work.

2 TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

We design PANOLA in the context of an auction decision-making mechanism, namely PANO, and
serve different types of users that can be defined using privacy personas. We provide the technical
background on these here.

2.1 PANO: Agent-Based Privacy Auctioning

PANO is an agent-based privacy decision system, where agents employ auctioning mechanisms
to reach decisions on privacy conflicts [41]. PANO employs an extended version of the Clarke
Tax mechanism as an underlying mechanism. The Clarke Tax mechanism [9] provides an auction
mechanism, where participants bid for different possible outcomes in the environment. The out-
come that receives the highest total bids from the participants wins and is carried out. Different
from an English auction, participants who aid in the winning outcome to be chosen, i.e., who bid
toward it, are taxed according to the value they put on it. This is calculated by subtracting the bid
values of every single user from the overall values of the outcomes. If the subtraction of a single
user’s bid changes the overall decision, it shows that the user’s bid on this outcome had a decisive
value. Thus, the user is taxed with the difference of the actual outcome’s score and the score of the
outcome to be taken if that user were not present in the auction.

In the context of collaborative privacy, the Clarke Tax mechanism is used to decide on how
content is going to be shared. PANO can work with as many outcomes as needed in a given context.
Consider the example below with three possible outcomes: not share, limited share, and share. Not
share depicts an outcome where the content is kept private and cannot be accessed by anyone;
limited share is an outcome where the content is shared with a specific group of people, such as
colleagues; and share means it can be accessed by everyone.

Table 1 shows an example of bidding for four users deciding how to share some content. Users
decide based on their own value of the three outcomes. According to Table 1, it can be seen that Bob
values the not share outcome more than the others, since its bid value for not share is 15, whereas
for limited share it is 2 and for share 0. On the other hand, Dave values the share outcome the most
as his bid value is 18. According to the bidding of all users, the Clarke Tax auction mechanism
decides on which outcome will be in effect. Based on the bids from Table 1, the not share outcome
receives a total of 25, whereas limited share receives a total of 21 and share a total of 23 points.
Therefore, the not share outcome is chosen.

Table 2 shows the resulting decision and applies the taxes according to the bidding in Table 1.
Each user who bids for the decisive outcome needs to be taxed. If Alice or Bob had not voted for not
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Table 2. Clarke Tax Mechanism Example—Decision and Taxes

Values Not Share Limited Share Share Taxes

Overall 25 21 23

Without Alice 22 16 23 1

Without Bob 10 19 23 13

Without Carol 20 13 18 0

Without Dave 23 15 5 0

share, the winning outcome would have been share instead. Hence, both Alice and Bob are taxed.
When the score of Alice is subtracted from the overall score, the decision of sharing the content
receives the maximum score by 23, while not sharing gets a score of 22. This causes Alice to be
taxed with a score of 1. As mentioned above, Bob bid a greater value for the not share outcome, and
its hypothetical absence from the auction also causes the resulting decision to change. Since the
differences of the outcomes are much higher in Bob’s case (i.e., 13, obtained from the subtraction of
share and not share scores), Bob is taxed with a greater value. It is important to note that, although
the user is taxed, the outcome he values the most is decided on and the content is not shared. Good
evaluation and truthfulness for bidding are crucial. For example, if Bob bid for not sharing with
a rather big value, even though the decision was not that important to him, he would have paid
the bid amount plus a great amount of tax. On the contrary, if he had bid for much less, then his
privacy might have been violated. Hence, it is important to be able to create bids that reflect the
true evaluations of the users.

The Clarke Tax auctions are beneficial for decision making for multiple participants with differ-
ent opinions, as they support truthfulness [32]. If the Clarke Tax auctions are applied in commerce,
then each participant would have their own budget (e.g., money) with which to bid. However,
in PANO, the participants are given points at the beginning of each auction, which they can use
to bid in the current auction or save to bid later. As usual, a participant cannot bid more than his
or her current budget, which is defined as the amount of unspent points. The PANO auctions have
two constraints on bidding. The first is that, if an agent accrues points during an auction with a
set of other agents, it can only use these points in a different auction with the same set of agents.
This ensures that agents do not enter arbitrary auctions to accumulate points. The second is that
each agent can bid in a specific range. This enables a common context for the given bids.

2.2 Privacy Personas

Online social networks are widely used throughout the world, with billions of users with varying
understandings of privacy. These users differ in how they perceive privacy, which affects what
they share online. Ideally, the personal assistants that are developed should be able to help users
with different privacy preferences. In order to study this, it is beneficial to be able to categorize
users into segments and to check if the personal assistants are beneficial for users in each seg-
ment. Westin conducted many surveys over decades and defined three categories of users in terms
of privacy understanding, namely Marginally Concerned, Fundamentalists, and Pragmatic Major-
ity [24]. Dupree et al. [13] extend Westin’s categories according to their own qualitative study
with surveys and interviews to define privacy personas. These privacy personas can be explained
over two dimensions: knowledge and motivation. The knowledge dimension denotes how much
a persona has knowledge about privacy choices in the system. For example, knowing whom a
certain content can reach or knowing the implications of sharing a particular content would be
ranked high in this dimension. The motivation dimension denotes how much effort a user is will-
ing to expend to reflect his or her privacy choices in the system. For example, changing privacy
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Fig. 1. Knowledge and motivation dimensions for privacy personas, according to Dupree et al. [13].

settings for some content or spending time to check who can access content would rank high in
this dimension. As depicted in Figure 1, Dupree et al. [13] organize five privacy personas over
these two dimensions: Fundamentalists, Lazy Experts, Technicians, Amateurs, and Marginally Con-
cerned. They place Fundamentalists and Lazy Experts higher on the knowledge dimension, while
Marginally Concerned are the lowest. For the motivation dimension, again Marginally Concerned
are the lowest, while the highest clusters differ to become Fundamentalists and Technicians. The
categorization of Dupree et al. provides sufficient details for the classification of users, which helps
us address how PANOLA can assist different types of users.

When personal assistants are making privacy decisions, they can consult their user to ask for
input on whether a piece of content should be shared or not. Naturally, users who have more
knowledge and motivation about privacy would give more input to their agents. Therefore, the
agents of these users would have an advantage over others in the chosen privacy outcomes. It is
known that the majority of a society consists of individuals with lower knowledge and motiva-
tion [13]. Ideally, the agents that we develop should help these users as much as those with high
knowledge and motivation. Only then can the system establish equity and treat all users fairly [21].
To reach this, the software agents should be able to learn to bid in accordance with their users’ pri-
vacy requirements over time, even when the input is sparse due to lack of motivation, or wrong
when the knowledge of the users is not enough to provide input for correct decisions. To reach our
equity goal, our learning agents should have three main capabilities. First, they should be able to
learn from previous privacy decision outcomes to make better decisions in the future. Second, they
should be aware of potentially wrong input by users, and not become confident about the privacy
requirements of users with little input. Third, the agents should still be able to make decisions with
little input, since some users might not have the motivation to even give input.

2.3 Running Example with Privacy Personas

Assume that Alice, Bob, Carol, Dave, and Emma are co-owners of a piece of content, which is
going to be either shared or kept private based on the decision resulting from a PANO auction.
For privacy personas, Alice is a Lazy Expert, who has extensive knowledge about privacy but
lacks motivation to express her opinions for privacy decisions. Bob is classified as Marginally
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Table 3. Example of a Decision by Various Privacy Personas

Name Privacy Persona Actual Preference Expressed Preference

Alice
Lazy Expert

(low motivation, high knowledge)
Not Share -

Bob
Marginally Concerned

(low motivation, low knowledge)
Not Share Share

Carol
Fundamentalist

(high motivation, high knowledge)
Share Share

Dave
Technician

(high motivation, average knowledge)
Not Share Not Share

Emma
Amateur

(average motivation, average knowledge)
Not Share -

Concerned, which means that he has low-level motivation similar to Alice but also very limited
knowledge about privacy. Carol is a Fundamentalist, which makes her highly motivated to express
her privacy concerns over the system, and she also has high-level knowledge about privacy to be
able to make appropriate decisions. Dave is a Technician; therefore, he has motivation similar to
Carol but slightly less knowledge about privacy, which might cause him to make some mistakes
while expressing his privacy concerns. Emma is an Amateur who has a similar knowledge level as
Dave but is less motivated than him to express her privacy preferences.

Once the PANO auction commences, each co-owner would need to assess what privacy outcome
would be more fitting to his or her privacy understanding and place a bid for that outcome in hopes
of affecting the final decision in his or her favor. Table 3 shows an example setup with the given
privacy personas for the participants above. Let’s assume Alice, Bob, Dave, and Emma would want
the content to be kept private, while Carol wants it to be shared. Since Alice is a Lazy Expert and
lacks motivation, she does not spend time on the auction and does not place a bid, even though
with her high knowledge she would have a clear idea of how to place a proper bid. Bob, being
Marginally Concerned, also lacks motivation but still decides to participate. However, since he is
not well versed in the auctions and the system, he places a small bid for sharing the content. Carol is
a Fundamentalist; therefore, she is highly motivated to bid and also has the knowledge to back it up,
and she places a bigger bid for sharing the content, knowing that there are three other co-owners,
so forcing her decision might require her to bid a high amount. Dave is also highly motivated and
has knowledge to an extent since he is a Technician; therefore, he places a bid for not sharing the
content, but a bit less than Carol since he does not have the knowledge that none of the other
agents might be bidding the same outcome as him. Emma, being an Amateur, does not express her
preference due to not being strongly motivated according to her persona characteristics; hence,
she does not bid for the auction, like Alice.

Next, the PANO auction is processed with the placed bids, and since share outcome bids outbid
not sharing, the content is shared in the system, even though four of the agents would have pre-
ferred to keep the content private. Due to the accidental share bid of Bob, Carol is even taxed less
because she was not the sole decision maker of the auction. This also would help her for future
auctions, since she will still have some points to spend, and with her high motivation level, she
would mostly be willing to spend time on the auctions for enforcing her privacy decisions over
others.

Let’s examine how PANOLA would be helpful to each user separately. Alice and Emma lack
motivation and thus do not place a bid; but if they each had PANOLA, their personal assistants
would have placed correct bids on their behalf. Bob lacks both the motivation and expertise.
The PANOLA agent would learn to bid according to Bob’s privacy expectations and place a correct
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Fig. 2. Flow diagram depicting how a PANOLA agent learns and performs bidding outcomes.

bid accordingly. This would have avoided Bob’s mistake. For Dave, the PANOLA agent would sim-
ilarly estimate the correct bid and place it accordingly. Thus, the outcome of this auction would
have been different, respecting the privacy expectations of users. This is expected to bring us close
to enabling equity, where all the users are supported to enable each one to have an equal voice in
collaborative privacy decisions while their privacy concerns are respected explicitly.

3 PRESERVING PRIVACY WITH PANOLA

In widely used OSNs, content sharing is done by a user who uploads the content onto the OSN,
and it is shared either publicly or with a specific set of users, according to the user’s choice. For
a piece of content that is co-owned by multiple users, the remaining users can only have a say
in the privacy decision after the OSN receives it to be shared. Instead, we advocate that an OSN
provider should first identify the co-owners of the content (e.g., user tags), as well as the contextual
properties of it (e.g., time of day or location), and then provide an opportunity for them to engage in
decision making as to share or not share the content. Next, the personal assistants of all co-owners
deliberate on the privacy outcome for the content in a distributed manner and act according to the
outcome of the PANO auction.

Figure 2 depicts how we envision users and their personal assistants to act, according to both
user input and the outcome of previous auctions. The numbers next to the arrows show the order
of action, and the texts attached to the arrows depict the details of the related action. The rectangles
with vertical lines on its right and left represent processes that receive input, deliberate on it, and
produce an output, while a cylinder depicts data storage.

The flow starts with Alice wanting to share the image content on the top left (1), which is a
group picture of her with Bob, Carol, Dave, and Emma. According to the diagram, when co-owned
content requires a privacy decision, first, the content is analyzed to identify the co-owners and the
contextual properties of it (2). Afterward, each agent of the co-owners is informed about these by
the OSN provider (3). We omit the detailed actions taken by the agents of Bob, Carol, Dave, and
Emma for brevity and only show this part of the flow for Alice, since all the agents go through
the same process. After the personal assistants receive the information about the content, each
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assistant agent asks the users they represent for user input for the content decision (4), which
would be just by informing the user about what type of content this is and requesting information
about whether the user would like this content to be shared or kept private. Specifically, the agent
interacts with the user to ask if a piece of content’s preferred sharing outcome is share or not share.
The user may or may not give input, and if given, the input may or may not be correct (5). These
correspond to the “motivation” and “knowledge” dimensions of personas. In actual usage, the agent
may wait for a predetermined time and then decide that the input is not given. Again, we show
this process only for Alice in the figure, but since all the agents of the users have a similar process,
we use dashed arrows for the other four for simplicity. As mentioned while explaining privacy
personas, some users might not have the motivation to give input; then the agent can solely rely
on the previous auction outcomes of the user (6) or the previous feedback received by the user for
similar content. Making use of the available information, the agent decides on a bid according to
what has been learned until that time, and it places this bid for the PANO auction (7). After all the
co-owner agents place their bids, the PANO mechanism is triggered, and the outcome to share or
not share the content is decided (8). The auction does not have to be synchronous and there could
be a time window in which agents are expected to bid. In case a co-owner’s agent is not available
to bid (e.g., communication failure, late response), the PANO mechanism places zero bids for each
outcome on behalf of the co-owner. After a privacy decision is reached with the PANO mechanism,
the outcome is stored along with other previous auction outcomes, from which the agents learn to
bid better with their internal learning mechanism. The details of the learning mechanism for the
PANOLA agents will be explained in the following subsections.

3.1 Learning to Bid

An important aspect of PANOLA is to learn how to bid for a given user. Since users have dif-
ferent privacy preferences for different types of content, the bid that will be given for different
sharing outcomes will vary. In addition, users might not have a clear understanding of privacy;
therefore, inaccurate valuations might occur. Users of domains such as OSNs are usually not
experts on privacy. Even though many users claim to be caring about privacy and think that they
are able to express their privacy concerns, their actions can prove the opposite, which could even
contradict their privacy understanding [1]. Thus, it is important to present privacy outcomes in a
straightforward way. Following this, in this article, we consider two privacy outcomes: share and
not share.

In order to facilitate a learning method where users can have a say in the outcome, we inves-
tigate various machine learning approaches. The first option would be to use a supervised ma-
chine learning approach. However, since every agent would require some feedback from an expert
according to its own privacy understanding, it would be impractical in a highly dynamic privacy
environment with a very large number of agents. Hence, using a supervised learning algorithm
would be almost impossible. The second option is to use unsupervised learning. However, since
every agent has its own decision mechanism with little input about their actions, it is also difficult
to apply unsupervised learning methods to extract patterns or clusters. In PANO, agents do not
know the privacy preferences of the other agents and only can see the resulting privacy outcome
for an auction, their own bid, and the tax they pay afterward. Thus, they cannot obtain a clear view
about the society and can only rely on the limited information they can access. Furthermore, large
multiagent systems like OSNs or IoT environments can contain a high level of traffic for collabora-
tive privacy decisions, where agents should decide on privacy outcome in a matter of seconds and
with as little computation as possible. Agents usually work on limitations for hardware, broadband
connection, and so on; thus, applying complex machine learning algorithms such as deep neural
networks becomes unfeasible. The third option, which we adopt, is to use reinforcement learning,
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Fig. 3. A depiction of two ranges between minimum (m) and maximum (M) bidding boundaries and the

initial bidding evaluation of content a for outcome t .

which enables agents to maximize their rewards from their actions [37]. When an auction is car-
ried out, the outcome of the auction is used by agents as reward or punishment for the privacy
action taken. Thus, an agent can model whether the taken action was useful for the given auction
and if so reuse the same action later or switch to a different action if not.

3.2 Bidding Ranges

In a privacy auctioning mechanism such as PANO, picking the correct outcome and how much
to bid for this selection is crucial. The agent needs to place a bid that reflects users’ expectations
in sharing. When learning how much to bid, the agent can aim to learn an exact bid value for
a user or a range from which a bid will come. Learning an exact value is difficult because if the
agent makes a mistake in bidding, it does not know if bids with close values would have sufficed.
However, if the agent attempts to learn a range, then it can approximate the bids that express
its user’s preferences even if it cannot predict the bid precisely. Therefore, if an agent can learn
ranges from which it can generate its bids over time, it would be easier to gradually get closer to
the possible winning bids. For this reason, with the given minimum and maximum boundaries for
PANO (m and M , respectively), we introduce bidding ranges, where the agents can pick from all
the possible ranges within the boundaries and bid integers between the selected ranges.

Definition 3.1. A bidding range r is denoted as [k, l] such that k ≥ m, l ≤ M , k < l , where m is
the minimum and M is the maximum boundary for PANO. R denotes the set of all possible ranges
R = {r1, . . . , rn }.

Definition 3.2. For each auction outcome t ∈ {share,notshare}, each agent assigns a rational util-
ity value to a range between 0 and 1 that denotes how beneficial a range r is for bidding for that pri-
vacy outcome, with 0 meaning the least suitable and 1 the most suitable (denoted as Utility (r , t )).

All the possible bidding ranges, outcomes, and their associated utility values are stored by the
agents themselves in a suitable data structure to be maintained and updated as needed. When an
agent is participating in an auction on content a, it generates a bid for the preferred outcome by
first selecting the range that will yield the highest utility and then picking a value from this range.
The bid given by an agent for content a for the outcome t is denoted as bt,a . Picking bt,a from a
range can be achieved according to a distribution function. We employ Gaussian distribution to
pick bt,a from a selected range, which would favor the values that are closer to the mean of all
integer values within the range. In some domains, a reduction in the number of ranges can be
needed to reduce the computations. One solution could be to hold the PANO auctions with a small
M so that the number of ranges decreases. Another solution could be to enforce a minimum length
д on the range [k, l] in Definition 3.1 such that l − k > д. Thus, for example, by having д = 2, we
exclude some ranges, e.g., [2 − 4] or [7 − 8]. Similarly, it could be possible to enforce a maximum
length on the ranges to reduce imprecision. Here, we demonstrate our agent using all possible
ranges.

Over time, utility values of bidding ranges change according to the success or failure of the
selected bids. Agents do not share the utility values with the environment. Therefore, agents can
update their utility values without letting the other agents know. Each agent updates its utilities
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according to the outcome of the auctions. Reinforcement learning is used to make agents learn
to pick the most suitable range for a given content type, using information that results from the
PANO auctions, such as the currency they paid according to their bids, the deducted tax amount
if any tax was paid, and the outcome chosen by the auction, which can be considered as the most
important factor for the learning process. We employ all these factors in our computations for
learning the suitability of the ranges. The agents pick the range with the highest utility for a given
content and bid an integer value inside this range according to their bidding strategy for their
preferred outcome.

Example 1. Figure 3 depicts two bidding range examples (r1 = [4, 12] and r2 = [14, 18]) for
outcome t between minimum and maximum boundaries (m and M, respectively), assigned as 0
and 20. The actual set of ranges contains more than these two, since we include all possible integer
ranges between m and M . bt,a shows the bid for outcome t , which is given as 6 (picked with
Gaussian distribution) and means that the agent bid from r1, if r1 and r2 were the only ranges for
the agent, due to Utility (r1, t ) > Utility (r2, t ).

3.3 Personalized Bidding

Utility values of the ranges change over time according to the outcome of the auctions. Agents pick
the range having the highest utility value that they have sufficient budget to be able to bid from for
the given content type. For simplicity, we explain our method over a single type of content, which
means the context for different types of content is not considered. Like most of the traditional
approaches in reinforcement learning [6, 11, 38], the unsuccessful range selections are penalized
with a decrease in the utility value, while the successful ones have an increase in utility. In our
approach, the utility of a range is based on the effectiveness of bids given from that range in previous
auctions. Intuitively, an agent’s bid has been effective if the outcome of the auction was the agent’s
preferred outcome while the agent did not bid too much and was not taxed too much. We formalize
this intuition using two variables: value of content and value of conformism.

• Value of Content (VCt ) captures how important a specific type of content is for a user. When a
user considers some piece of content important, it means that the user wants its own privacy
preference to be the final outcome for a collaborative decision at all costs. In this case, the
agent of the user would be assertive about the amount of the placed bid. A lower bid might
win the agent the auction; however, a higher bid would be less risky, since the others’ bids
are not known. The VCt is a factor when the agent is learning the minimum possible bid
with which it can win the auction. A higherVCt would reduce the importance of the amount
of the placed bid in the effectiveness calculation. In the opposite case, when some content is
not important for a user, a lower value ofVCt would enable the agent to fine-tune the placed
bid in the learning process. With a lower VCt , the placed bid has more importance in the
effectiveness calculation; therefore, the agent tries to learn the lowest possible winning bid.
In this case, the agent might lose a few auctions while finding the winning bid, but since the
type of content is not that important, it would help the agent to save the budget for future
auctions where it might be needed for more important content.
• Value of Conformism (VCf ) measures how much a user is willing to be similar to the rest

of the population. In the PANO auctions, if a participant places a bid that does not change
the outcome, then we consider this as conforming to the group. Implicitly, VCf determines
the extent of the tax an agent is willing to pay for an auction. Paying a tax means that the
participant made a decision different from some other participants. With VCf , the effect of
the paid tax comes into consideration for effectiveness calculation. With a higherVCf , agents
would value the paid tax in the learning process, trying to minimize it. On the contrary, when
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Table 4. Values for Utility Calculations

Name

Abbreviation
Short Description Equation/Function Range

Value of

Content

VCt

Used for distinguishing

between winning with

lower and higher bids

VCt −→ 0 : increase effect of VCt

VCt −→ 0.5 : decrease effect of VCt
[0,0.5]

Value of

Conformism

VCf

Changes the importance of

taxes in utility calculation

VCf −→ 0 : decrease effect of VCf

VCf −→ 0.5 : increase effect of VCf
[0,0.5]

Confidence

Ct

Used for defining how

confident the agent is about

user input for outcome t

Ct = C × ct /p

(C = 1 − e−p/S )
[0,1]

Effectiveness

E
Calculates effectiveness

of a range
E (r ) = 1 −

(
(0.5 −VCt ) ×

bt,a

M
+VCf ×

Tax

M

)
[0,1]

an agent has a lowerVCf , it will act to have its decision to be the final one and pay tax for it
accordingly.

Table 4 summarizes the important parameters for the proposed approach, namely the value of
content, value of conformism, confidence, and effectiveness. Recall that the user input received by the
agent does not always reflect the user’s actual privacy preferences, especially for users that lack
knowledge on privacy. To address this, we introduce a confidence value that enables the agent to
evaluate how confident it is about the user input. The parameters to compute confidence value
Ct for the privacy outcome t are ct , which is the count of user input that has been received in
favor of outcome t , p, which holds how many times an input is received from the user, and S,
which is the stability value that denotes the number of received user input to consider for making
confident decisions. To compute the confidence valueCt , we first calculate a confidence coefficient
C according to Equation (1):

C = 1 − e−p/S (1)

We adopt Equation (1) as a variation of the aging curve formula from the literature [44]. Our
equation differs in the way that while the original aging curve value starts from 1 and decreases
over time, the confidence value in our equation starts from 0 and increases over time. According
to Equation (1), C value starts from 0, when the total number of user input received (p) is zero.
Then, it will start to increase from 0 to 1 with every incoming input from the user. The confidence
value will get closer to 1 after the stability value S is reached with the number of input (p). S
should be set according to domain requirements, where an agent with a high S value will require a
high number of user input to establish its certainty. Before the stability value is reached, the value
change forC is steep, while the changes become slower after that point. After experimenting with
several S values, we have assigned S for all our experiments as 10. The reason for this decision is
that with a lower S value, the agents prematurely become confident about user input, which in
some cases results in learning wrong outcomes, especially when the user lacks knowledge about
privacy decisions. In the opposite case, higher S values slow down the increase of confidence,
which causes the agents to bid less, while decision changes rarely occur after p is higher than 10.
With the confidence coefficient equation in place, the confidence valueCt can simply be calculated
with the equation below, which is achieved by multiplyingC with the ratio of the number of input
in favor of outcome t to the total number of input by the user (p).

Ct = C × ct/p (2)
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When the outcome of an action is the same as the outcome the agent bid for, the effectiveness E
of this bid bt,a chosen from a range r for outcome t depends on the amount of the placed bid, the
amount of tax received for content, and conformism valuations (VCt and VCf ). After the auction,
all these values are known by the agent, and the effectiveness can be calculated with Equation (3):

E (r ) = 1 − ((0.5 −VCt ) × bt,a/M +VCf ×Tax/M ) (3)

For the Effectiveness (E) value, a higher amount means that the agent’s preferred outcome has
been chosen with a lower bid and low tax. The ratio ofbt,a to the maximum possible bidM gives the
magnitude of the bid. The higher this value, the less effective the auction will be. This magnitude is
adjusted withVCt to account for the fact that different agents would care about this differently. The
ratio ofTax to maximum possible bidM gives the magnitude of the budget loss for the agent. Again,
the higher this amount, the less effective the auction would be. Adjusting it with VCf enables the
agent to account for different contexts, e.g., when the agent values some content a lot and would
not want to conform with the others.

The effectiveness of a range will determine the likelihood of a bidding range to be selected again.
With the VCt and VCf values, we ensure that agents can adjust their learning strategy according
to the importance of the content and their will to conform with others. The highest possible bid
would be the optimal strategy for a one-shot auction, since the leftover budget would not have
any use, leaving the only goal as winning the auction. However, it would be costly in recurring
PANO auctions, since it might cause the agent to pay a significant amount of tax along with a
high bid when its bid has an impact on the auction outcome. But if the agents try to minimize the
amount of bid and the possible tax for the winning bid, setting VCt and VCf accordingly can help
them to save budget for future auctions.

3.4 Utility Update

When updating the utility of a range, there are two important sources of information. The first
is what the agent has learned about the range based on the effectiveness calculations (Equa-
tion (3)) from previous bids. The second is its user’s input on the preferred outcome. However,
since some users are not knowledgeable in privacy, as depicted in the personas, the agent needs
to model the confidence it has in its user for different outcomes (Ct ), which can be obtained with
the confidence calculations (Equation (2)).

The utility of a range r for a preference outcome t is then computed with the formula below:

Utility (r , t ) =

(∑n
i=1 Ei (r )

n
+ (1 − |Ct − ˆmean(r ) |)

)
/2 (4)

According to Equation (4), for any range r , the utility value is the average of two values: the
effectiveness average of all previous n number of privacy bids made within the range and the dis-
tance of confidence value gained after the feedback from the user (Ct ) to the normalized value
of the mean of the range values ( ˆmean(r )) over the bidding boundaries. The distance calculation
for the right-hand side of the formula ensures that when the confidence value is high, the agent
would prefer to make bids from ranges with values closer to the maximum boundary M , since it
would be more confident about the privacy preferences of the user. On the opposite case where
the confidence is still low, the agent would prefer to bid from ranges with values closer to the
minimum boundarym, since a higher bid would be risky because the agent would not be sure that
its choices are in line with the user. The utility update ensures that both results of the previous
auction outcomes and the user input are considered. We give an example below to demonstrate
how the confidence value would affect the selected range.
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Table 5. Utility Update Examples for Example 2

Previous Input Confidence Effectiveness Distance of Range from Confidence Utility

1 not share Cnot Shar e = 0.1
r1 = 0.3
r2 = 0.9

r1 : 1 − |0.1 − 0.15 | = 0.95
r2 : 1 − |0.1 − 0.85 | = 0.25

U t il it y (r1, not Shar e ) = (0.3 + 0.95)/2 = 0.625

U til ity (r2, notShare ) = (0.9 + 0.25)/2 = 0.575
8 not share,

2 share
Cnot Shar e = 0.5

r1 = 0.3
r2 = 0.9

r1 : 1 − |0.5 − 0.15 | = 0.65
r2 : 1 − |0.5 − 0.85 | = 0.65

U til ity (r1, notShare ) = (0.3 + 0.65)/2 = 0.475
U t il it y (r2, not Shar e ) = (0.9 + 0.65)/2 = 0.775

Example 2. Let us consider two cases. In the first case Alice gives a single input for not sharing,
while in the second she gives input for 10 times, 8 for not sharing and 2 for sharing. The summary
of the utility calculations of the two cases in this example can be seen in Table 5. Using Equation (2)
and stability value as S = 10, the confidence value of not sharing action (Ct where t is notShare)
for the first case can be computed as CnotShar e = 0.1 × 1/1, equaling to 0.1. For the second case,
the same value would be calculated as CnotShar e = 0.63 × 8/10, which would yield 0.5. Let’s also
assume that the boundaries (m for the minimum boundary and M for the maximum boundary) for
bids were m = 0 and M = 20. Alice previously tried only two ranges for the auctions, [0, 6] and
[14, 20], which are represented as r1 and r2, respectively. For both cases with varying input, the
effectiveness average of the first range was 0.3 and the latter was 0.9. When the range means are
normalized, r1 would equal to ˆmeanr1 = 0.15 (3/20) and ˆmeanr2 would be 0.85 (17/20). The distance
from the confidence value for the first case then will be calculated for r1 range as 1− |0.1− 0.15| =
0.95, meaning that confidence is highly matching with this range. However, r2 for the first case
would be 1−|0.1−0.85| = 0.25, which means the agent is still not confident enough to bid that high.
For the second case, recall that the confidence value was 0.5 instead of the 0.1 computed for the
first case with less input. Thus, for this case the same calculations would give 1− |0.5−0.15| = 0.65
and 1 − |0.5 − 0.85| = 0.65, which indicates the agent is equally confident for bidding both ranges.
Since the final utility would be computed with the mean value of the confidence valuations and the
effectiveness values, the first case would have Utility (r1,notShare ) = (0.3 + 0.95)/2 = 0.625 for
range r1 andUtility (r2,notShare ) = (0.9+0.25)/2 = 0.575 for range r2. Therefore, with the bigger
utility for range r1, the first case would result in the agent preferring this range over r2. For the
second case, utility values would be calculated as Utility (r1,notShare ) = (0.3 + 0.65)/2 = 0.475
for range r1 and Utility (r2,notShare ) = (0.9 + 0.65)/2 = 0.775 for range r2. Hence, in the second
case, since the agent is more confident because of receiving more input from Alice, the r2 range
would be favored for the auction bid.

3.5 Decision Making with PANOLA

PANOLA agents employ the utility formula explained in the previous subsection to make decisions
on which bidding range should be chosen for the current PANO auction. As shown in Figure 2,
agents interact with the OSN to make privacy decisions, since the PANO auctions are governed by
the OSN.

Algorithm 1 explains the steps the PANOLA agents take throughout the decision-making pro-
cess. When a new piece of content is introduced to the OSN that requires a collaborative decision,
agents are informed about it. In line 1, the agent asks its own user about an input of share or not
share about content a. If an input about the outcome is received from the user, the confidence val-
ues for that outcome are updated (Equation (2)), as seen in lines 2 to 4. Lines 5 and 6 set an initial
range and outcome for the agent, which are r0 (an arbitrary r ∈ R) and not share, respectively.
Then, for each possible range, utilities are updated according to Equation (4) (line 8) as explained
in Section 3.4. This update operation is necessary because a possible change in the confidence or
effectiveness values will yield a new utility value for the same range and outcome. Then, the range
with the related outcome that has the highest utility value is selected for bidding (lines 7 − 13). In
line 14 an integer bid is chosen from the selected range, and this bid is sent to the PANO mechanism
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ALGORITHM 1: PANOLA agents

Parameter :R: Set of ranges
Parameter :T : Set of outcomes {share,notShare}; outcome t ∈ T
Input: a: Content
Data: Ct : Confidence for outcome t
Data: E: Set of effectiveness values for each r ∈ R
Output: bt,a : Bid for outcome t

1 ask(input(a), user)

2 if (input(a) exists) then

3 update(Ct ,input(a)) //Equation (2)

4 end

5 best ← r0

6 outcome ← notShare

7 foreach r ∈ R do

8 update(Utility(r , t )) //Equation (4)

9 if Utility(r , t ) ≥ best then

10 best ← r

11 outcome ← t

12 end

13 end

14 bt,a ← bid(best ,outcome)

15 send(bt,a ,PANO)

16 receive(< decision, tax >)

17 E ← E ∪ E (best ) //Equation (3)

in line 15. In some cases, due to agents accruing bidding points separately for every different set
of co-owners, the agent might not have enough budget to bid for the range with the highest utility
for a given set of co-owners. In this case, the selected range becomes the highest possible one that
the agent is able to bid from with its owned currency. Afterward, the PANO auction commences
when all the bids are in place from all the co-owners. The resulting decision of the PANO auction
is received by the agent along with the amount of tax to be paid (line 16), and the agent adds the
effectiveness of its recent bid (E (best )) (Equation (3)) to the set of all previous effectiveness values
(E) in line 17.

3.6 Running Example with PANOLA

We now walk through our running example from Section 2.3, but now with the PANOLA agents
employed to represent the users. Since PANOLA agents learn to bid over time according to input
from the users, the decisions might differ based on the number of previous privacy decisions made
by the same co-owners. To represent this, we show two executions, first the initial auction where
none of the users joined an auction together before, and one after 20 auctions together. We assign
the stability value for the confidence as S = 10, and the range boundaries as m = 0 and M = 20,
while the possible outcomes are share and not share. Table 6 and Table 7 show the information
about the users and their personas, their prior input, and for which output they placed their bids
for both examples, respectively.

In the first iteration of the example in Section 2.3, the agents have no prior information. Bob,
Carol, and Dave are the users to give input as seen in Table 6. Recall that Bob has the Marginally
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Table 6. Example of a Decision with No Prior Knowledge

Name Privacy Persona Input Actual Preference Confidence Bid

Alice Lazy Expert - Not Share 0 -

Bob Marginally Concerned Share Not Share Ct = 0.095 2, t = Share

Carol Fundamentalist Share Share Ct = 0.095 2, t = Share

Dave Technician Not Share Not Share Ct = 0.095 2, t = NotShare

Emma Amateur - Not Share 0 -

Table 7. Example of a Decision after 20 Previous Auctions

Name Privacy Persona Input Actual Preference Confidence Bid

Alice Lazy Expert
0 Share

7 Not Share
Not Share Ct = 0.50 10, t = NotShare

Bob Marginally Concerned
2 Share

6 Not Share
Not Share Ct = 0.41 7, t = NotShare

Carol Fundamentalist
18 Share

0 Not Share
Share Ct = 0.83 16, t = Share

Dave Technician
3 Share

14 Not Share
Not Share Ct = 0.67 13, t = NotShare

Emma Amateur
3 Share

10 Not Share
Not Share Ct = 0.56 11, t = NotShare

Concerned persona and not sufficient knowledge about privacy; he accidentally gives input to his
agent to share it while he actually would have wanted it not to be shared. Carol is the Fundamen-
talist and knowingly advises the same to her agent. Dave’s input to his agent is for not sharing
the content. In this case, Alice’s agent cannot place a bid since Alice is a Lazy Expert with low
motivation to participate in decisions, causing the agent to have no prior input. Similarly, Emma
does not give input, even though she is slightly more motivated than Alice, yet not as much as
Carol or Dave. Even though the agents that represent Alice and Emma can take initiative to bid
without input from them, a randomized bid would be more harmful to their privacy than not bid-
ding since there is a possibility that the agents can bid the opposing outcome without prior input.
Therefore, for both Alice and Emma, leaving the decision to other participants would be the pre-
ferred choice rather than taking the risk of bidding against their actual preferred outcome. If we
assume that all the agents have the same value settings, the bidding agents would have the same
low confidence (Ct = 0.095, if the stability value S is assigned as 10) for the user input as this is
the first auction. Therefore, since this confidence value would result in a selection from lower bid
ranges (i.e., the ranges that contain lower bid values), Bob and Carol’s agents bid a low amount
(i.e., a bid closer to the minimum boundary for the ranges) for sharing the content, while Dave
places a similar amount to keep the content private. In this case, the outcome would still be the
same as in the case where the users would bid for themselves, due to the wrongly placed bid of
Bob.

With more input from the users over time, the agents gain confidence concerning their users’
privacy requirements and therefore can bid better on their behalf. According to Table 7, after 20
auctions with the same co-owners, we assume that Carol and Dave are the ones who give the
highest number of input (18 and 17 input, respectively, for this example), so their agents would
be more confident (Ct = 0.83 and Ct = 0.67, respectively, if the stability value S is assigned as
10) to bid higher values for the presumed privacy action. Emma would not reach the same con-
fidence value due to having a lower motivation than Carol and Dave, but it would still have an
average level of confidence (Ct = 0.56, with the stability value S assigned as 10) since her levels of
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motivation and knowledge are considered average. With the lower motivation of Alice and Bob,
the number of inputs received from them are fewer than that of Carol, Dave, and Emma (7 and 8
input, respectively), but wrongly placed input like Bob’s first one is filtered over time, since even
with less knowledge, every persona type would still tend to give input according to their actual
privacy understanding more than the wrong input. According to our confidence formula, both
Alice and Bob would have lower confidence values due to less number of inputs and some wrong
input by Bob (Ct = 0.50 and Ct = 0.41, respectively, when the stability value S is assigned as 10),
as can be seen in the confidence column of Table 7. Thus, their agents would bid a lower amount
for the preferred privacy action of their users. When the auction is commenced, Alice, Bob, Dave,
and Emma would bid for not sharing the content, and Carol would bid for sharing. With these
bids, the outcome will be to not share the content. We consider this to be a good decision as four
out of five users’ privacy requirements are satisfied and these four individuals influence the out-
come to the extent that they care about the decision through their bids. The best outcome is when
everyone’s privacy preferences are satisfied. However, in reality, when multiple co-owners exist,
this is rarely going to be the case. Note that with majority voting the result would have been the
same, but PANO advocates that individuals for which the content is worth more should influence
the outcome more. However, those agents are left with less to spend in the following auctions.
Therefore, when all PANOLA agents learn to bid as in this example, the privacy of everyone will
be preserved in the long run.

4 EVALUATION

In an OSN, users with varying privacy understanding would be classified under different privacy
personas, and PANOLA agents who represent these users aim to represent them regardless of their
differing knowledge and motivation levels. Over time, each PANOLA agent learns from previous
collaborative decisions and the input received from its user. After a sufficient number of input and
prior knowledge, PANOLA agents become confident about the privacy understanding of the users
they represent and bid in a manner to reach a decision in their represented user’s favor, while
not overbidding so that they would still be able to have a say in future privacy decisions. Each
agent might require a different number of decisions to reach that level, since some users might
not have the motivation to provide input, or they might not have enough knowledge to express
their privacy requirements correctly. In spite of these learning differences, after a certain number
of collaborative decisions, each agent should have learned their users’ privacy requirements, and
afterward an equity of the decisions should be seen.

Research Questions: We formulate the following research questions:

• RQ-1: Can PANOLA agents learn to bid correctly (i.e., a possible winning bid for the pre-
ferred outcome of the user), thus improving how well users preserve their privacy?
• RQ-2: Do PANOLA agents help users of different types (e.g., those who know less about

privacy than others) well, thereby leading to equity of treatment?
• RQ-3: Can PANOLA agents help others preserve their privacy by finding the right balance

between individualism and conformism?

Simulation Setup: We use multiagent simulations to study these questions. Each PANOLA agent
in the multiagent simulation represents OSN users with various privacy personas and bids on
behalf of them. The setup for the simulation is as follows: First, a number of users with vary-
ing privacy personas are introduced into the simulation. The personas employed are in line with
the Dupree et al. [13] five persona types, which differ in knowledge and motivation dimensions.
The number of users belonging to one of these personas is determined probabilistically, again in
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line with the percentages of personas found in the Dupree et al. studies, such that the probabil-
ities for a user belonging to a persona are 23% for Marginally Concerned, 34% for Amateurs, 18%
for Technicians, 21% for Lazy Experts, and 4% for Fundamentalists. Even though these percentages
are expected to represent the privacy personas of real-life OSN users, they could differ depending
on the application domain or other factors. We would still expect our research questions to have
similar results as our research questions target individual agents, rather than the interactions be-
tween different types of agents. Along with privacy personas, we also employ a random agent for
some tests to showcase what the baseline performance would be. The random agent bids a random
integer amount within the boundaries for either share or not share outcome, which is again chosen
randomly, for each auction in which it participates. The random agent does not make use of the user
input; therefore, the placed bid can either be in favor or against the user’s privacy requirements.

We define knowledge and motivation on a scale from 0 to 100, with 0 representing the lowest
knowledge and motivation and 100 the highest. To be in line with knowledge and motivation
dimensions represented in Dupree et al. [13], we assign three levels for both, which can differ for
each persona. Table 8 shows the knowledge and motivation levels for each persona, as well as
their percentage in the entire community. According to Table 8, the Marginally Concerned have
both the lowest knowledge and motivation levels; therefore, we assign a value of 10 for both.
With this value, the Marginally Concerned are motivated to give feedback for only 10% of the
privacy decisions, and only 10% of these decisions are given correctly while the rest are random,
since they have a low level of knowledge. For Amateurs, motivation and knowledge values are
assigned as 40, since they are defined as higher in both dimensions than Marginally Concerned.
Technicians again have 40 set as the knowledge value, but their motivation is higher than Amateurs;
thus, we assign it as 70. Lazy Experts lack motivation as much as Marginally Concerned; thus,
the value is again set for 10. However, they have higher knowledge than other personas except
Fundamentalists, which we assign as 70. Fundamentalists share the same level of knowledge with
Lazy Experts, but they also have much higher motivation; therefore, we assign the value of 70 for
both dimensions for Fundamentalists. The stability value S is assigned as 10 for the confidence
calculations. The VCt and VCf values are both assigned as 0.5 by default for all agents, which
supports a balanced strategy between individualism and conformism, since the agents would both
try to minimize their bids and their taxes. After personas and their aforementioned knowledge
and motivation levels are set, we introduce co-owned content to the simulation, which requires a
collaborative decision with the PANO mechanism. From the set of users, co-owners are assigned
to these pieces of content. Each piece of content has a random number of co-owners, differing
from 2 to 5. In order to reduce sparsity and have more interactions with similar co-owners, the
population for possible co-owners is set to 20. Then, for each user, a PANOLA agent is assigned.
These PANOLA agents ask for input from the users when a privacy decision is going to be made for
some content and might receive input depending on the levels of motivation by users. The received
input can also differ from the actual preferred privacy outcome of the users, since all users have
varying knowledge levels. In the light of this setup, content decisions are made sequentially. The
simulation environment is developed in Java, and the simulations are run with Eclipse IDE 4.14 on
Windows 10 OS and with an Intel i7-6700HQ processor. The settings for the experiments can be
obtained from https://git.science.uu.nl/o.ulusoy/panolasim.

Simulation Metrics: During the simulations, PANOLA agents accumulate user input over time
and learn from the previous PANO-based collaborative privacy decisions. Our main metric for eval-
uation is success, which measures how successful an agent is in the actions in which it participates.
We consider an action taken by an agent as successful when the agent bids according to the actual
privacy outcome the user wants, and the outcome of the auction is in favor of the user. Note that
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Table 8. Percentage of All Personas in Our Evaluations and Their Knowledge and Motivation Levels

Privacy Persona Percentage in Community Knowledge Level Motivation Level

Marginally Concerned 23% 10% 10%

Amateur 34% 40% 40%

Technician 18% 40% 70%

Lazy Expert 21% 70% 10%

Fundamentalist 4% 70% 70%

a user might not always give input that would lead the agent to the correct outcome, and in that
case the agent might bid for an outcome that is not the actual intent of the user. In that case, even
if the agent wins the auction, we consider the outcome unsuccessful. We denote the total number
of successful actions by an agent as SA and the number of auctions the agent participated in as n
to define the success metric s , which is simply calculated with the formula below:

s =
SA

n
(5)

We also investigate the statistical significance of the results by computing confidence intervals
of the final results for each setup. A confidence interval is a range of values calculated by statis-
tical methods that include the desired true parameter (the arithmetic mean in our case) with a
confidence level. Confidence intervals suit our experiment well [12], since they demonstrate the
probability of the deviation from the results. In order to evaluate the confidence intervals, we
employ the following formula:

X ± Z × σ
√
n

(6)

where X is the mean of the results, Z is the value obtained from the z-score for the selected con-
fidence interval, σ is the standard deviation of the results, and n is the number of runs. For the
confidence intervals, we select 95% as our confidence value as it is common practice in many sci-
entific experiments [12]; hence, the Z value is assigned as 1.960.

4.1 PANOLA Against Non-Learning Agents

With the simulation setup explained above, we first investigate whether PANOLA agents can learn
to bid correctly, i.e., place a bid that would yield a result in favor of the user’s privacy preference
against non-learning agents that employ a fixed bidding strategy that do not involve learning over
time. We name this strategy as simple bidding scheme (SBS), with which the agents would bid
a predetermined value of 10 if they have sufficient budget and, if not, their current budget. SBS
constitutes the base case to test our PANOLA agents. In our setup, we set the PANO bid boundaries
as [0, 20] and the amount of earned budget for an auction as 10. PANOLA agents act as explained
in Section 3.1.

We run two experiments to evaluate the success of each privacy persona represented by
PANOLA agents or non-learning agents. For each setup, we execute 50 runs for each persona,
each with 11,000 co-owned content decisions. To determine the number of runs, we conducted
a preparation experiment with some of the setups we evaluate in our experiments, where we
compared the results for a given scenario with 25, 50, 75, and 100 runs, respectively. The out-
come of this experiment showed that the deviation in the results becomes less than 0.5% when
the number of runs is 50 or higher. Since we also will demonstrate confidence intervals with our
results, we have decided to adopt 50 runs for each setup. Other co-owners are assigned from 20
agents in the network, which can be one of the five personas according to the values in Table 8. In
addition to five personas, we run the same setup with a random agent to compare the performance
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Fig. 4. Success of (a) non-learning agents against each other and (b) PANOLA agents and random agent

against non-learning agents.

of PANOLA agents with this base case. We use the first 1,000 items of content for the learning
phase of PANOLA agents and therefore do not measure the success for those. The auctions for the
remaining 10,000 items of content are used for the test set; thus, they are a part of the evaluations.

Figure 4 shows the results of experiments with the given setup. The graph on the left (a)
shows the success of each privacy persona type and the random agent, when all the agents in
the simulation are non-learning and employ SBS . The graph on the right (b) shows the success of
PANOLA agents who learn privacy ranges over time and the random agent engaging into auctions
with non-learning agents. The success values on the figures are presented after the first auction
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until the outcome of the last auction. Therefore, the lines that depict the percentage of success do
not include any information for 0 on the x axis.

According to the results in Figure 4(a), when agents do not learn from input or previous privacy
decisions, the success of all personas except the Fundamentalists is below the success of random
agent, meaning that these personas lose most of the auctions they enter and perform worse than
even a random bidding strategy. This is mainly caused by random agent bidding for every auction
while the agents can only bid when there is an input from their users, which happens only occa-
sionally according to the motivation levels and can still be wrong especially for lower knowledge
levels. The Fundamentalists perform slightly better than the random agent as they have both the
knowledge and the motivation. This result demonstrates that there is indeed a need for a personal
assistant that can learn from the user and help them preserve their privacy for the other personas.
Otherwise, users who have more privacy knowledge or higher motivation to express their privacy
preferences can dominate the privacy decisions in their favor, making it impossible to reach equity.
Note that due to the mechanism in PANO, reaching higher percentages of success is extremely dif-
ficult. This is because if a participant’s bid is affecting the final decision, he or she also gets taxed,
which would leave him or her short-handed for the next auction since there might be no points to
spend for another auction. In relation to this, random agents would not necessarily reach 50% suc-
cess either, as we observe in this experiment where the random agent can only reach 40% against
non-learning agents and performs even worse against learning agents.

The results in Figure 4(b) show that all personas perform successfully when PANOLA agents
learn to bid over time, where each type has a success percentage above 75% after 11,000 auctions.
Since the agents already go through a learning phase for the first 1,000 items of content, their
success quickly reaches a stable point, with the exception of the Marginally Concerned, which
still performs fairly well with a success above 65% at start but reaches the performance of other
personas after processing 6,000 items of content. This is due to the Marginally Concerned rarely
giving input and these inputs often being wrong due to the persona’s low knowledge level. We
also observe that a random agent becomes inferior to PANOLA agents. Referring back to RQ-1, we
can say that PANOLA agents learn to bid correctly over time and thus help users preserve their
privacy.

Comparing the non-learning and learning agents in Figure 4, we also observe that PANOLA
agents greatly improve the success of all persona types, not only of those with higher motivation
or knowledge. In the non-learning setup, there are big gaps between the success of various per-
sonas, which means that some personas have less say in the privacy decisions than the others.
When PANOLA agents are employed, regardless of the privacy persona of the users, each agent
can reach a similar success percentage in the end, which means that each of the users represented
by PANOLA agents won a similar number of auctions; hence, each user was treated equally re-
gardless of their personas with varying knowledge and motivation levels. Therefore, we answer
RQ-2 positively, such that PANOLA agents help users of different types (e.g., those who know less
about privacy than others) well, thereby leading to equity of treatment.

Table 9 shows our results of statistical significance with confidence intervals for the final re-
sults of this setup. According to Table 9, we can see that the experiments from Figure 4, where
non-learning or PANOLA agents are evaluated against non-learning agents, all have confidence in-
tervals less than 2%, which shows that the expected outcome of each run would be similar to our
presented results.

4.2 PANOLA Agents Against Each Other

We have shown that PANOLA agents can learn to bid better over time, but can they still manage
to bid correctly when the other co-owners also employ PANOLA agents for auctions? To test this,
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Table 9. Statistical Significance Analysis of Experiments Depicted in Figure 4,

after 50 Runs per Experiment

Agent Type Learning Type Mean of Success Confidence Interval (95%)

Marginally Concerned Non-learning 3.89% ±0.09

Amateur Non-learning 19.82% ±0.39

Technician Non-learning 34.26% ±0.68

Lazy Expert Non-learning 5.99% ±0.13

Fundamentalist Non-learning 42.06% ±0.87

Random Non-learning 40.32% ±0.56

Marginally Concerned Learning 75.87% ±1.75

Amateur Learning 77.58% ±1.04

Technician Learning 76.76% ±1.10

Lazy Expert Learning 75.84% ±1.19

Fundamentalist Learning 76.56% ±1.14

Random Non-learning 40.32% ±0.56

Fig. 5. Success of PANOLA agents against other PANOLA agents with varying privacy personas.

we introduce another experiment, similar to the one in the previous section, but only including
PANOLA agents as co-owners, which are again assigned between 2 to 5 for each piece of content.
Again, we measure the success of personas separately. Therefore, the agent of which we measure
the success has a predetermined persona, while the others can be one of all five personas, according
to the probabilistic values given at the beginning of this section. We additionally test the random
agent for comparison against PANOLA agents. Again, we have 11,000 items of content, 1,000 for
training and 10,000 for test of success, and we perform 50 runs with the same setup for each
persona.

Figure 5 shows the results of this experiment. The trend of success is similar to the results
from the PANOLA agents against non-learning agents setup, but each persona has slightly lower
success percentages due to other agents also being PANOLA agents as they also learn to bid over
time. However, agents that represent each persona manage to be successful in more than 60% of
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Table 10. Statistical Significance Analysis of Experiments Depicted in

Figure 5, after 50 Runs per Experiment

Agent Type Mean of Success Confidence Interval (95%)

Marginally Concerned 64.32% ±3.80

Amateur 69.98% ±3.11

Technician 68.14% ±3.46

Lazy Expert 66.61% ±3.44

Fundamentalist 69.47% ±3.39

Random 33.54% ±1.52

the auctions, which is significantly better than the case where all agents are non-learning. This
shows that, even when the other agents are adaptive in their bids, PANOLA agents can also adapt
over time to keep placing winning bids for every privacy persona with varying knowledge and
motivation levels. Again, the non-learning agent that bids randomly performs the worst, with a
success rate of only about 35%. We can still see that success percentages of all personas are close to
each other after 10,000 auctions, while the Marginally Concerned are reaching that point slightly
slower than the other personas due to low knowledge and motivation levels to provide sufficient
information to the agents. Moreover, we can still say that the results are in line with our goal of
equity, since every privacy persona has a similar number of successful outcomes to have a say in
the collaborative privacy decisions.

Table 10 depicts the results of statistical significance analysis with confidence intervals for this
experiment. When all the agents are PANOLA agents, the margin of error slightly increases over
the results of the previous subsection. However, the confidence intervals for each persona are still
less than 4%, which shows that the outcome would not be very different for a new run with the
same setup as our results. This increase in the margin of error is expected, since when all agents
learn how to bid and adapt themselves against other co-owners, the success rate can vary more
than in the case where the other agents always bid in the same manner.

4.3 Learning Process for Privacy Personas

With the evaluations above, we have measured the success of PANOLA agents in various settings.
In these evaluations, the results were given after the agents learn to bid for an amount of content,
which corresponds to a training process. With this evaluation, we will investigate how personas
learn to perform winning bids from scratch, which can differ because each has differing knowl-
edge and motivation levels. For this setup, we measure the success of a PANOLA agent with a
given persona against two Technician agents who employ SBS that is described in Section 4.1. We
have picked a single type persona, Technicians, for comparison to reduce the randomness for the
opposing agents to showcase the learning curves of each persona better. The reason for picking
Technicians was because they have a high level of motivation and thus are more active in the auc-
tions that would be more challenging than other personas except fundamentalists. The learning
trends are similar against different personas in the same setup; however, the percentage of success
when the learning converges differs depending on the persona. Since we aim to show the learning
trends of personas rather than the success rates in this evaluation, we omitted the results with all
personas except Technicians as the opposition. For each persona, the privacy decisions with the
PANO auctions will be made for 1,000 pieces of content, and over 50 runs we will demonstrate
how quickly they converge to find out the possible winning bids.

According to Figure 6, we can see that the trends match with the outcome of Figure 5, which
shows the results after the learning phase. We can also conclude that both knowledge and
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Fig. 6. Learning progress of PANOLA agents with each privacy persona over 1,000 pieces of content.

motivation levels affect the speed of reaching a stable point. Since Fundamentalists have the high-
est knowledge and motivation levels, PANOLA agents that represent this persona are the quickest
to converge, followed by Technicians and Amateurs. When the motivation level is low, as in the
case of Lazy Experts and the Marginally Concerned, convergence requires more auctions since in-
put by these personas is sparse and can be mostly wrong for the Marginally Concerned due to their
low knowledge level. We can also see that having a higher knowledge level increases the learning
speed in the same motivation level when we compare Technicians with Amateurs and Lazy Experts
with the Marginally Concerned. In summary, all agents quickly reach a certain extent of success,
while some personas continue to improve afterward. After about 300 auctions, all personas con-
verge to some level with slight changes over time, with the exception of the Marginally Concerned,
which even continue to improve after the learning phase with 1,000 items of content. This is to be
expected, as users with this privacy persona do not give sufficient correct input to PANOLA agents
to build confidence quickly, as opposed to Lazy Experts, who also give limited input but mostly cor-
rectly due to their higher knowledge level. Therefore, we can conclude that not giving input to the
agent when the user is not certain of its own privacy preference would be a better option, since
this would let PANOLA agents become more confident about how to perform in auctions.

Table 11 depicts the results of statistical significance analysis with confidence intervals for the
learning evaluations. For 1,000 items of content, shown in Figure 6, the statistical significance re-
sults show that the confidence intervals are very small (less than 0.5%), with the exception of the
Marginally Concerned, which has a confidence interval of 5.41%. This is also an expected outcome
since our results show that the Marginally Concerned still improve after the learning phase, be-
cause the feedback received from this persona is low and can be wrong in many cases due to their
low knowledge level.

4.4 Employing Values for Individualism or Conformism

In Section 3.1, we explained two parameters in efficiency calculation for bid ranges, namely Value
of Content (VCt ) and Value of Conformism (VCf ). As explained in Section 3.3, a higher valuation
of VCt means that PANOLA agents do not mind the amount of bids they place when content is
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Table 11. Statistical Significance Analysis of Experiments Depicted in

Figure 6, after 50 Runs per Experiment

Agent Type Mean of Success Confidence Interval (95%)

Marginally Concerned 53.23% ±5.41

Amateur 66.05% ±0.31

Technician 66.27% ±0.27

Lazy Expert 64.61% ±0.34

Fundamentalist 64.19% ±0.22

valuable for them, since a higherVCt enables the agents to consider that winning an auction is more
important than spending budget. On the contrary, when the VCt is lower, agents try to minimize
their bids as much as possible in the learning process and therefore the agents who set VCt low
might lose some auctions while trying to find the winning bid. With VCf valuations, agents set
the importance of conforming with the groups in their learning process. With a higherVCf value,
agents conform more with others, leading to a minimization of their taxes.

In this experiment, we demonstrate how these values affect the learning process by measuring
the individual success in various setups along with the satisfaction of the entire society by the
privacy decisions made. Intuitively, with a lower VCt and a higherVCf value, agents should adopt
a more conformist behavior, where they might lose some auctions for the sake of society. With
the opposite valuations, agents should try to win as many auctions as possible, regardless of the
others’ privacy preferences. We experiment with two different VCt and VCf valuations. For the
first one, VCt and VCf values are assigned for maximum conformism, meaning that VCt is set for
0 and VCf is set for 0.5, while for the second one the agent aims to satisfy its individual goals,
with VCt set for 0.5 and VCf set for 0. With these two valuations, we investigate two different
numbers of co-owners to see the effect of the level of opposition. For the first co-owners setup, we
assign three co-owners who have privacy preference opposing the PANOLA agent and only one
with the same privacy preference. For the second setup there are two non-learning agents against
the PANOLA agent instead of three, making it a two-against-two agents setup. With both co-
owner numbers, we investigate the twoVCt andVCf valuations separately. We have 10,000 items of
co-owned content by these agents, and for each they enter a PANO auction sequentially. Similar
to our previous experiments, we execute 50 runs for each setup. We use a single Fundamentalist
PANOLA agent with other non-learning Fundamentalist agents, who bid with SBS from Section 4.1;
however, our results with other persona types are similar.

The satisfaction of society (SS) is measured by considering how satisfied the co-owners are
with the outcome (Equation (7)), where n is the total number of co-owners for the auction and
d is the number of co-owners who did not want the outcome. For an individualistic agent, we
consider it satisfied only when the outcome of the auction is in its favor. For a conformist agent,
additionally, we consider it satisfied when the outcome is different from its actual preference but
in favor of at least half of the participants. Since in all experiments the co-owners have conflicting
privacy preferences, we expect the satisfaction of society to be closer to the middle percentages,
because one’s satisfaction with the privacy outcome would not necessarily satisfy another who
would prefer another outcome.

SS =
n − d
n

(7)

Figure 7 shows the success of individuals as well as the society satisfaction under these four
settings. Comparing (a) with (b) and (c) with (d), we can say that the VCt and VCf valuations
work as expected. With conformist settings, the satisfaction of society becomes higher than the
PANOLA agent’s own success, while it manages to have higher success than the satisfaction of
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Fig. 7. Success of PANOLA agent and satisfaction of society in (a) one agent on the side of a conformist

PANOLA agent against three agents; (b) one agent on the side of an individualistic PANOLA agent against

three agents; (c) one agent on the side of a conformist PANOLA agent against two agents; and (d) one agent

on the side of an individualistic PANOLA agent against two agents.

society with an individualistic setup. We also note that, since the other agents are non-learning
agents, even when the individualistic PANOLA agent has only one other agent supporting its pri-
vacy preferences, it can still succeed against three non-learning agents because the PANOLA agent
learns how to outbid the others. This experiment addresses RQ-3, where we ask if PANOLA agents
can help others preserve their privacy by finding the right balance between individualism and con-
formism. As a result of this experiment, we observe that when the agents set their valuations high
only for the content that is important for them and low for the remaining, they can help others
preserve privacy, leading to a higher success in society.

5 DISCUSSION

We have explained how PANOLA agents can assist OSN users in order to protect their privacy
for collaborative decisions. We have also demonstrated that PANOLA agents can learn to bid
better over time in the PANO auctions. Our experiments show that individuals who employ
PANOLA agents obtain a higher success in preserving privacy than those who employ a non-
learning agent (Figure 4). The improvement that PANOLA permits is more visible for Lazy Experts,
the Marginally Concerned, and Amateurs as their success increases from the 0.1− 0.3 range to over
0.7. Thus, PANOLA actually enables their users to preserve their privacy. We observe over many
simulations in Figure 5 that, when all users employ PANOLA, the success rate of the users—almost
independent of the persona—converges to a stable value, where no persona type is left at a disad-
vantage. This shows that PANOLA is useful for all persona types. Finally, we observe that if agents
can adjust their valuations for some content as to conform with the society, they can help others
preserve privacy, leading to a higher success in society. Our simulations assume that the users start
with an agent that does not have any previous information about the user at all. In real life, to speed
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up the learning process, it could be possible to ask the user a few questions up front to elicit his or
her privacy perception and then start with a pretrained model that would adapt to the user over
time, as is generally done in practical applications of machine learning. In a real-life application,
the agent could come with default values forVCt andVCf as used in the simulations but could ask
the user to update the values according to his or her preferences. Similarly, the agent could also get
input from the user about his or her satisfaction with the previous interactions to further improve
the learning process. In this article, we have not considered the contextual properties of shared
content. In a real-life application, it might be useful to differentiate between a number of contexts
as done in the literature [33] so that when necessary, the agents can learn to bid differently in
each context. In terms of usage, the agents can act on behalf of the user or can suggest their bids
to the user, who could then decide whether to approve it or not. Note that the system does not
require every user to use the system in the same way: some of the users might fully delegate the
decision to their agents, while other users might choose to bid on their own. Since each agent is
responsible for its own user, the different ways of usage by the other agents do not influence the
learning process or the flow of the system.

5.1 Related Work

Privacy in ubiquitous systems started to receive attention around the early 2000s, with the Internet
becoming accessible to most people in the world and enabling easy sharing of and access to private
information over the web. Langheinrich [26] is one of the first studies to investigate the open issues
for privacy-respecting approaches for ubiquitous computing. Spiekermann and Cranor [29] and
Gürses et al. [18] study the grounds of engineering privacy, explaining how information-related
domains can be designed to employ privacy-preserving methods. Paci et al. [28] provide an ex-
tensive survey of the literature on access control over community-centric collaborative systems,
laying down the key issues and giving a roadmap for future challenges. Bahri et al. [5] show the
challenges of preserving privacy over decentralized OSNs and provide a review of previous work
done for overcoming these challenges. Bertino and Ferrari [7] discuss the approaches and concepts
for applying privacy to big data, which became an essential part of domains such as IoT and OSNs.
They lay out challenges to achieve successful privacy approaches for big data domains. These stud-
ies all show that privacy is an important aspect of collaborative information systems and address
the need for effective mechanisms.

Even though the main goal is intended to satisfy the general good for collaborative privacy deci-
sions, the agents that represent entities naturally have the goal to force their privacy requirements
onto others. Therefore, while the environment should be fair to each agent, the agents should
have the freedom to try different strategies to be placed in an advantageous position. PANO of-
fers [41] a fair mechanism to decide on which action to take, which uses Clarke Tax auctions at
its core with some economic modifications such as group-wise spending, bidding boundaries, and
income-expenditure balance levels. For the competitiveness of the agents, we introduce a learn-
ing mechanism that is based on reinforcement learning, where agents can adapt according to the
visible information resulting from the outcome of previous auctions [40]. We also use an evalua-
tion distance coefficient to overcome the cold start problem for those agents that have no prior
information about auctions or their opponents.

Such and Criado [35] focus on the challenges of multiparty privacy in social media, categorize
the current approaches to preserve privacy, and present a roadmap for the requirements the mul-
tiparty privacy solutions should fulfill. Auctioning is presented as one of the multiparty privacy
resolution approaches, and its drawback is given as the difficulties that users can face to understand
and manage the process. We tackle this issue in this article with an adaptive agent-based approach
that learns to bid on behalf of the user. Thus, the user is never asked for bid values explicitly.
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Collaborative privacy management is investigated in the literature on different domains. Fong
[17] introduces the Relationship-Based Access Control (ReBAC) mechanism and provides a
model to make it applicable to OSNs, where users can define their privacy constraints related to the
relations that are available in OSNs, such as friends or colleagues. Even though a relationship-based
model is suitable for privacy policies that solely depend on predefined relationships, real-life cases
are usually much more complicated. The relationship types in commonly used OSNs are usually
very limited, and users tend to have policies that include/exclude specific users for all content.

The Multi-party Access Control Model by Hu et al. [19] is another work that focuses on de-
termining a single final policy according to the privacy requirements of the users. It also takes
users’ sensitivity levels into account and proposes a voting mechanism for the publisher and stake-
holders of content. The success of the model is evaluated according to oversharing, undersharing,
and correctness metrics. Correctness shows the percentage of correct assignments according to
the decisive policy, while oversharing shows the unintended share percentages for content and
undersharing depicts the percentage of users where content sharing is intended but not actually
performed. We also used these metrics in our evaluation of PANO, and we showed that it indeed
performs better than a native Clarke Tax auction approach according to the defined metrics [39, 41].
However, in multi-party access control models, there is no learning of privacy requirements or bet-
ter formation of a final policy, as we have proposed here.

As an extension to the relationship-based access control mechanism, Klemperer et al. [22] pro-
pose using photo tags for defining privacy policies. The main goal of this work is to reduce the
complexity of relationship-based policies and take advantage of contextual properties of photo
tags. This approach is mainly targeted for sharing of photographs where it is possible to tag
the content. Their proposed approach is not meant to be used for collaborative systems, where
co-owners need to decide on the final policy. Further, they do not provide a learning component
for the tags.

There exist some approaches that use negotiation or argumentation techniques to resolve pri-
vacy conflicts between people or software agents in multiagent domains. Such and Rovatsos [36]
employ a negotiation-based approach for predefined privacy policy sets of users, and the goal of
the conflict resolution is to find a middle ground by negotiation between the agents according to
their privacy policies. The approach requires a definition of privacy policies by human interaction,
and also the negotiation is still managed by the users of the system themselves. This shortcoming
was tackled in Such and Criado [34], and the same approach was extended with modeling and
learning user behavior, as well as implementing a software mediator that manages the negotiation
process without the need of a human interruption. Another multiagent negotiation model was
introduced in Kekulluoglu et al. [20], which includes a comprehensive negotiation protocol to be
used by the agents. In addition, incentives of the agents are considered in the approach.

Kökciyan et al. [23] propose an argumentation-based approach for collaborative privacy man-
agement in OSNs. In this approach, software agents are employed for representing OSN users
according to their privacy requirements and for resolving privacy conflicts where related agents
have different opinions for a privacy action. The agents can access the domain knowledge and
infer semantic rules that are not directly available as information. Using the argumentation mech-
anism, agents can attack others’ beliefs and assumptions with their own inferred knowledge and
aim to convince the other agents to make them accept their own users’ privacy preferences. The
presented work is promising for those domains where agents can retrieve domain knowledge and
infer new semantic rules with limited computational complexity. However, gathering knowledge,
inference of information with limited computational power (i.e., memory size, processing power),
and ensuring communication between agents for a given time period are some major challenges
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for several domains such as IoT or widely used OSNs. Therefore, the applicability of the proposed
model can become infeasible when the the mentioned limitations affect functionality.

Recently, approaches considering human values and norms for collaborative privacy manage-
ment have been gaining traction. Calikli et al. [8] employ a social identity map for relationships
of users and a set of social identity conflict rules to learn the privacy norms for social networks.
Ajmeri et al. [2] study norm emergence factoring in the context of the agents, taking the sanc-
tions into account. In another work, Ajmeri et al. [3] provide a framework where agents aggregate
the value preferences of the users and choose ethically appropriate actions for social contexts.
Ulusoy and Yolum [42] propose a norm-based access-control mechanism for collaborative privacy
decisions, which considers both personal and social norms in decision making. Mosca et al. [27]
propose an agent architecture for OSNs, where the agents have essential properties such as ex-
plainability and adaptability while being both utility and value driven. Colnago et al. [10] study
the IoT domain for personalized privacy assistants, which lays out characteristics of users with a
case study in terms of privacy understanding and preferences.

The use of machine learning for privacy is gaining momentum, and the research area is still open
for further improvement. Fogues et al. [16] provide an agent-based approach that requires user in-
put when required to learn incrementally about user policies and recommend privacy policies for
sharing content for multiuser scenarios. The work differs from ours in the way their system learns
the user preferences by user feedback, while in our mechanism agents can learn from the visible
properties in the system and the outcome of the collaborative privacy decisions. Vanetti et al. [43]
propose a machine learning approach for filtering unwanted textual content in OSNs. The system
classifies the texts and learns to prevent them from being published on OSN pages, according to
the predefined user requirements. Even though the work is solely based on short texts, the idea
can be extended to include different contextual elements for a more generic solution. Squicciarini
et al. [31] infer privacy policies of OSN users for photographic content. The policies are generated
according to a contextual classification of the images, which are trained with some datasets and
user experiences. Zhong et al. [45] employ contextual image properties in a different way: they
extract and learn from the image features in a way to detect possible privacy conflicts to take fur-
ther action. This approach can be beneficial to focus on privately significant content and to exclude
non-controversial content from collaborative privacy decisions. Another work by Squicciarini et al.
[30] aims to learn privacy features of image content, with a novel approach of employing senti-
ment in the context of image classification. Fang and LeFevre [15] propose a software wizard for
learning the privacy requirements of the users. The approach takes user input and makes use of
it to classify users of the system as groups, suggesting similar privacy settings to the users within
the same group. Albertini et al. [4] presents another privacy policy learning approach, which is
based on ReBAC [17]. The model creates association rules according to the usage history of the
OSN users with the Apriori Algorithm and generates privacy policies accordingly. Our approach
differs from the previous work in terms of policy generation. In our model, we only require re-
laxed context-related privacy policies to create agents, and the reinforcement learning process is
employed in runtime to fine-tune the policy-related preferences with changing bids. With this ap-
proach, the initial input requirement is reduced, and the agents learn the system on behalf of their
owners.

5.2 Future Work

In light of this work, some interesting research directions open up. Modeling the opponent is
one of these we would like to investigate. We would like to develop an agent that can change its
behavior as needed, as well as build models of other agents in the auctions to make better deci-
sions. This can also be followed up by another research question that would investigate integrating
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social norms for privacy in this process, which we already have been investigating as a separate
line of work [42]. This could be beneficial to create learning agents according to their normative
behavior that can also befit societal values. Another direction would be to capture the interrela-
tion dynamics between agents, especially those of trust. When agents trust each other, they can
reflect this when bidding. For example, an agent might not bid high to share some content when it
knows that the other agent would rather not share it, even if it has the budget. This could lead to
behaviors where individuals do not act in a self-interested manner but work together to preserve
each other’s privacy. Another line of work may investigate real-life applicability of this research
with user experiments. A user study can be conducted to investigate the levels of interaction and
knowledge between the user and the personal assistant, or whether a user can update his or her
privacy preferences according to the actions taken by the personal assistant. This can be achieved
by developing a user interface for the participants in a real-life social network, to showcase the
changes of both users’ and agents’ privacy understanding over time. These improvements would
enable us to employ software agents that assist users in the most efficient way to preserve their
privacy in collaborative systems.
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